WELCOME TO OUR POOL BOOK.
We are proud to showcase a selection of the projects that we have undertaken in recent years.
It has been our privilege to work with some great clients and some of the world’s leading architects
and interiors specialists. Our thanks go to everybody who has contributed to the stunning
projects that feature in this book.
We established Whitewaters in 2002, originally operating from a showroom in Washington,
Tyne & Wear, and with a customer base within the North East of England. Our commitment to
quality in all aspects of the business soon earned us a strong reputation for delivering excellent
projects and delighted customers. With this growing reputation came a network of associate
architects, engineers, builders and developers many of whom we still work with closely today.
We continue to base ourselves in the North East of England, and we now deliver exceptional
projects of all sizes throughout the whole of the UK.
We believe that the highest levels of quality and customer service can only be achieved by
maintaining a multi-disciplinary team and a small network of hand-picked and highly-skilled
specialist contractors. This approach has allowed us to build an enviable reputation for excellence in
the design, construction and maintenance of swimming pools, spas and wet leisure facilities.
Our team thrives on unusual projects and exciting challenges and we are committed to the
provision of products and systems that are at the very cutting edge of contemporary design.
I trust that you enjoy browsing the following pages and invite you to contact our team with any
queries.

Mick Guthrie BA (Hons) MISPE
Founder and Managing Director

DESIGN PROCESS
Every project is different and every client brings with them a unique set of aspirations, preferences
and specific requirements. As specialist designers, it is our job to uncover and understand these
factors and to convert them into a functional working design.
Creating a pool design is a complex task that encompasses a number of disciplines. A pool must
be designed to be structurally robust, technically efficient and safe to use. Furthermore, it is critical
that the pool is designed to reflect the client’s own aesthetic preferences and the architectural
characteristics of the property.
A specialist designer must therefore be both competent and creative in his approach to co-ordinating
the structural, technical and aesthetic elements of the design.
This is where Whitewaters excel. Our customer focus, skills and experience provide us with an
unrivalled ability to turn your dreams into reality.
We are experienced and confident in working alongside architects, engineers, interiors specialists
and other specialist consultants, to ensure that the pool design is fully integrated into the overall
scheme.
Our designs are developed using CAD software, and we include structural drawings, plantroom
layouts and pipework schematics. We also have the additional capability of producing 3D CGI
renders, to give a less technical and more understandable illustration of the design concept.
As active members of SPATA we are engaged and instrumental in the process that creates and
upholds the technical standards and codes of ethics that guide our industry.

ENGINEERING
There are many ways to construct a swimming pool, which suit different site conditions, design
criteria and budgets.
Our team are specialists in the construction of concrete pool basins, working to the highest possible
degree of accuracy and structural integrity. We are also experienced in the installation of onepiece pool shells and modular system pools.
Our mechanical and electrical systems are designed to exceed all industry standards. All plant,
equipment and components are tested and selected for their performance and reliability. Our team
take pride not only in the technical performance of the plantroom , but also in the layout, reliability
and usability of the system, meaning that your plantroom not only ‘looks the part’ but is simple to
operate and manage.
We can offer various methods of filtration and water treatment, ranging from conventional chlorine
based systems to ozone, ultra violet and active oxygen sanitisation.

SPA DESIGN
A spa, hot tub or Jacuzzi is a fantastic addition
to any swimming pool project and there are an
infinite number of options available. At Whitewaters, we have a wide range of acrylic and
fibreglass spas to choose from or we can design,
build and install bespoke solutions from fibreglass, concrete or stainless steel.
Careful and considerate design ensures that
the spa sits comfortably within its surroundings
and will complement the overall aesthetics of
the pool area.
Whether your requirement is for a very specific
therapy or a simple chill-out zone, we can design
a spa that suits you perfectly.

WELLNESS
In association with our partners,
Alpha Wellness Sensations of
Hasselt, Belgium we offer a full
range of wellness products for
both domestic and commercial
projects.
Alpha Wellness have a well
earned reputation for creative,
bespoke solutions and share our
inclination towards unusual and
challenging designs. The result
is a range of products and solutions
perfectly matched to our own.
In addition to standard saunas
and steam rooms, we offer salt
therapy rooms, ice caves, infra-red
saunas and foot spas.

FEATURES
We can offer a diverse range of features
to complement your swimming pool.
Whether it be an automatic pool cover,
an underwater booster seat or a colour
changing lighting scheme, we welcome
the opportunity to add some individual
elements to the design.
Waterfalls and water cannons are
increasingly popular, and in addition
to the standard models we are always
pleased to design and manufacture a
bespoke solution.

SPATA

SILVER AWARD
WINNER

HORNBEAMS
“This is a large basement pool in a top-end
domestic new build house. The contemporary
stainless steel pool lining and blue LED lighting
complements the ultra-modern finishes found
elsewhere in the property. Attention to detail is
critical for this type of installation. All grilles and
vents have been colour coded to give a seamless
integration between the essential mechanical
services and the architectural finishes, and
bespoke solutions have been provided for all
access hatches and pool edge details.”

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:
12mtr x 9mtr free form concrete
TECHNICAL
skimmer pool
DETAILS
:

1.9mtr matching tiled spa
19mtr
x 4mtr
concrete
skimmer pool
16 x led
underwater
lighting
Aquinox
stainless
steel
lining system
scheme
100%
chlorine
free
ozone
sanitisation
Chlorine-free sanitisation system
system

SPATA

GOLD AWARD
WINNER

RUNNYMEDE
“We chose an unusual shape for our pool
although we knew that this would be challenging for all concerned. The end result is
simply stunning. The pool has become the
focal point of our house and is admired by
all visitors. The quality of the design and
finish has helped us to attract a lot of media
attention now that we have chosen to market
the property The team from Whitewaters
handled all challenges with good humour
and were paticularly proactive in re-designing
the underwater lighting, which was a dramatic
change to our original plans. We are delighted
with the pool - it was worth all the effort”.
Alex Williams: Client

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:
12mtr x 9mtr free form concrete skimmer
pool
1.9mtr matching tiled spa
16 x LED underwater lighting scheme
Chlorine-free sanitisation system

SPATA

GOLD AWARD
WINNER

ALAN SHEARER CENTRE
The Alan Shearer Activity Centre, situated on the outskirts of Newcastle is a specialist recreational, sensory and social centre for disabled people catering for a wide spectrum of need. It is the only short
break centre in the North East with its own on-site activity centre, set
within acres of beautifully landscaped grounds.
Whitewaters were commissioned to work alongside the architects,
developing an ambitious scheme to replace the existing hydrotherapy pool with a state-of-the-art facility. Six months in design, the
construction took a further six months to complete. Twice the size of
the original pool, it offers a mix of fun and relaxation with interactive
mood lighting and an array of water features.
In addition to an underwater seating area with massage jets, the
pool also features two semi-enclosed turbo seats, a waterfall, water
cannon, air pad and swimjet.
The standard of finishes used within the pool and surrounding area
far exceeds the norm, and creates a relaxed and sophisticated ambience.

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:

8 mtr x 4 mtr free- form Skimmer Pool
Tiled in Ezari cocktail mosaics
Full range of water features
Fibre optic feature lighting throughout
OC-1 Filtration with automatic chemical controls

SPATA

GOLD AWARD
WINNER

THE GATEWAY
“The challenging brief was to provide a functional
specialist hydrotherapy pool and spa environment
that was fully accessible to patients with a range of
highly complex physical and cognitive impairments
but designed and built with the kind of aesthetics
expected in a boutique hotel. The brief was also
complex technically due to the unusual shape of the
building and it’s impact on the pool. For example, the
angular pool has a particular need for both aesthetic
and safety reasons to build curves into all the corners. Even with the challenging operational, main
building and multi user design issues addressed, it
is definitely the look of the pool that makes our whole
project stand out. This has significantly helped The
Gateway win a number of national and international
awards in 2014. I hope this gives you a strong flavour
of all the underpinning effort, challenges and the positive impact the pool provides for our disabled service
users that you will not see from the wonderful visuals
alone.”
Boda Gallon, Chief Executive – Keiro Group

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:

8mtr x 6mtr commercial hydrotherapy pool
Integral 2mtr spa
Deck jet water features
Medium rate sand filtration and automatic
chemical controllers

NORTON
This stunning pool formed part of an extension to this grade 2 listed Georgian
townhouse. The selection of a particularly
vibrant blend of glass mosaics gives the
water a shimmering and inviting appeal.
A light coloured limestone was selected
for the surrounds giving a sharp contrast
at the pool edge and a bold contemporary
look.

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:

12mtr x 5mtr concrete skimmer pool
Finished with pearlescent/iridescent
mosaic tile blend
Integral 2mtr spa with matching tiles
Colour changing LED lights

SPATA

GOLD AWARD
WINNER

THE PAISE
“This rural barn conversion is located in
an area of outstanding natural beauty and
was only awarded planning permission
on account of the scheme’s exceptional
eco-credentials. Electricity is provided by a
wind turbine and the heating is generated
from a series of solar thermal panels and
ground source heat pumps. The stylish
finish of the pool area belies it’s functionality, and the inset LED up-lighters give a
modern twist to the rustic stonework on the
original barn wall.”

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:

15mtr x 4mtr concrete skimmer pool
‘Thermapool” Internal insulation system
Turbo seat with massage jets
Matching tiled steamroom
Fully powered by renewable sources.

LINDISFARNE
This pool was constructed as part of a

basement extension to an ultra-modern
urban property.

The client chose natural limestone

surrounds and grating, which gives the
pool hall a warm and elegant feel and the

contrasting bright blue mosaic pool tiling

creates a vibrant and inviting family pool.

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:

Technical details;
10mtr x 4mtr deck level pool
2mtr diameter deck level spa
Co-ordinated colour changing LED lights
Roldeck automatic slatted cover

SPATA

GOLD AWARD
WINNER

REGENCY HOUSE
The selection of stainless steel poolside finishes
and large format tiling gives this pool an understated,
cool and contemporary feel.
Both underwater and poolside lighting were carefully
designed to complement one another and add to
the overall ambience of the pool area.
The project was a resounding success on a limited
budget.

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:

8mtr x 4mtr deck level pool
Roldeck automatic slatted cover
Colour changing LED lighting
Fnished in stainless steel

GILDERTOFT
“This pool hall was created as part of
the top-end renovation of a rural farm
steading. The selection of natural finishes
throughout complements the property
and it’s rural location. Matching marble
tiles were used in the pool and spa basins
in addition to the surrounds. The result is
an elegant pool hall with a relaxing, rustic
ambiance.”

TECHNICAL
DETAILS:
12mtr x 6mtr concrete skimmer pool
Natural stone finishes throughout
Environmental Control via Calorex
delta unit and GHSP
Colour changing LED lighting
throughout
Matching stone clad steamroom and
spa

SWIM SPA
The Whitewaters W1 swimspa is the ultimate
compact pool. Whether you are looking for relaxation, exercise or therapy, this is the pool
that has it all.
We can supply the pool in a variety of sizes
and with an infinite number of options in terms
of jets, finishes and features. Each pool has
powerful swimjet system which propels water down the pool creating a current to swim
against and allowing the swimmer to exercise
continuously without stopping to turn around.
At the other end of the pool is a seating area
for 4-6 adults providing an area to relax and
enjoy a hydro-massage.
The W1 Swimspa shell is delivered to site in
one piece pre-tiled to your own specification.
The plant and equipment is engineered on site
by our own team of specialist fitters, enabling
you to choose from a whole host of options and
guaranteeing you a system that is perfectly
suited to your own needs.

BEFORE

POOL
REFURBISHMENT
Like most things in life, a swimming pool can
eventually begin to look a little ‘tired’, and may
require some specialist attention.
The reason may be ‘wear and tear’ over a number of years, or it may be down to a change in
fashion, style or personal tastes. Whatever the
reason, we will ensure that the refurbishment of
your pool is undertaken in a timely, professional
and well structured manner.
Our brief can include overall design of pool hall,
production of CAD drawings and CGI renders,
all decorative finishes and updating of plant and
equipment.
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AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER
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04 February 2012
Ref: Whitewaters
To Whom It May Concern
We have just completed a high-end residential project in Kensington using Whitewaters for
the creation of a swimming pool in a sub basement of a listed building.
We introduced them to our design team to work together alongside the M&E consultants
and architects to come up with a workable design in what we would consider a very
complex and challenging project. They integrated well with the team and produced an
outstanding design for the pool area, which was implemented by us, and the main
contractor on the project.
As a result of this, we have introduced Whitewaters to several new projects, which we are
working on at present.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require further information.
Regards

“Our Basement has
been described by
my daughter in law
as what you would
expect in a boutique
hotel. I think that best
reflects the quality of
workmanship that is
present”
Mr Harry Stafford

Gavin Brodin

464 Edgeware Road, Suite 060, London W2 1AH
Company Reg 07551704
VAT number 113 0922 60

“The team were always
prompt, and worked hard
to deliver our project on
time. I have recommended
Whitewaters many times
and will continue to do so.”
Mr J Smith

Dear Whitewaters
We approached Whitewaters to look at the pool construction for an extreamly high profile residential project in Central London. The exposure
on this project was significant so we knew that we had to appoint someone who count not only meet our expectations on the quality required but
also the extreamly tight timeframe involved in delivering the project on
time. Their approach from day one in resolving design issues especially
over a complicated lighing scheme requirement during the construction
was exceptional. There was a considerable amount of flexibility required
during the construction process and the install period for the pool fit out
was squeezed to say the least. Whitewaters did an excellent job on delivering on all fronts and have left a product that we are all very proud of. We
would have no hesitation in working with them again.
Kind Regards
Matt Richardson: Contract Director

111 Power Road, The light Box, Unit G.05, Chiswick, London W4 5PY

“Just a note to say how pleased we are with the refurbishment
of our swimming pool... The transformation is amazing.”
Mr P Bell

“The Whitewaters team were a pleasure to
deal with throughout the process and the
end result is a stunning pool and a delighted
client”
Domvs London

Ivy House
East Herrington,
Sunderland,
SR3 3PP
Tel: 0191 551 2048
Email: office@whitewaters.co.uk

www.whitewaters.co.uk

